first nfl draft to be held february 8
Draft to be held in Philadelphia, consisting of nine rounds
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FASHION SENSE

Club Cougar to Host Fashion
Designers in The Mart Competition

coco chanel, irene lentz and elsa shiaparelli

francis achini shows off club runway
In Sports

CHICAG O — Club Cougar
will be hosting three nights of
high fashion, with a competition
among three very distinguished
fashion designers: Coco Chanel,
Irene Lentz, and Elsa Schiaparelli.
The aforementioned designers have
contributed much to the recent
fashion changes witnessed since
the end of the Great War (WWI).
Whoever wins this competition will
take home the crown of sole designer
for the entire Merchandise Mart for
the next two years.
This is a phenomenal achievement
by the Achini family as others have
sought to bring these designers to
the Chicago area. Chanel, Lentz,
and Schiaparelli have been prolific
in designing garments for a more
simple, freer lifestyle from casual or
sport wear, to business and day wear,
as well as evening wear.
The fashion show / competition,
which is the talk of the town, is
rumored to include several notable
creations by each designer, many of
which have not been seen before.
Beginning as a milliner creating
hats in Paris, Coco Chanel soon

expanded to creating sporty, casual
chic clothing for women. Her fame
continued to rise with her creative
of trousers. In addition, she was
instrumental in creating the boyish
look of the flapper with the dropwaist dress, shorter hemline, and
ropes of beads. Her development of
the “Little Black Dress”, a fashion
statement that could be worn in
the day and into the evening, was
both innovative and significant and
sealed her fame in the fashion world.
Chanel was also responsible
for the innovative use of jersey in
fashion, a machine knit material
that was considered too ordinary to
be used in couture. Other notable
mentions include the Chanel tweed
suit designed for comfort and
practicality; the Chanel handbag,
inspired by soldier’s bags, which had
a thin chain shoulder strap allowing
for hands to be free; Chanel
No. 5 perfume; and jewelry that
incorporated both costume jewelry
and fine gem stones. Chanel made
suntans a symbol denoting a life of
privilege and leisure.
continued on next page

• Adrian Quist and Joan Hartigan win Tennis Australia Open
• Winter Olympic Games to be held in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany

Chiclet Girls to Model Designer Clothes
Irene Lentz opened a small dress shop in Hollywood in 1930.
The shop was so successful in such a short period of time that she
was offered a position to design for the Ladies Custom Salon of the
Bullocks Wilshire luxury department store. Her designs gained
much attention in the film community and soon, she was designing

gowns and wardrobes for the likes of Ginger Rogers, Hedy Lamar,
Claudette Colbert, Carole Lombard, and Loretta Young, among
others. She created numerous avant garde outfits and is regarded
as the originator of the “dressmaker suit” (softly tailored suit with
fine details) and her “souffle creations” (light-as-air sheer warpknit fabric used in costumes).
Hailing from Rome, Elsa Schiaparelli is an Italian fashion
designer whose designs are heavily influenced by Surrealists
Salvador Dali and Jean Cocteau. She has concocted many a
Surrealistic hat and dress designs as a result. For the fashion show,
her famous “Shoe Hat”, as well as the “Lobster Dress and Hat”, and
the “Two Faces / Vase” evening jacket will be modeled.
In 1931, she shocked the tennis world with her design of a
divided skirt, which of course was much more practical for the
tennis world.
Other notable designs by Schiaparelli include the wrap dress;
swim suit incorporating a bra; unusual buttons (i.e., candlesticks,
playing card emblems, ships, crowns, mirrors, crickets, carrots,
cauliflowers, etc.); surrealistic costume jewelry (metallic insects);
and the use of innovative textiles (unusual texture or prints as well
as synthetic fabrics).

FAMILY AFFAIR

Club Cougar Family & Friends Prepare for Big Event
CHICAGO—With the competition of the year gearing up to take place at their Club, the Achini family, their friends and
regular staff are working hard to make sure the show is a roaring success and talked about for years to come. The details of the
event are being handled by Fred and Francis
Achini’s niece, Darla Achini, the Club’s
organizer for special events. She is working
with Marshall Field III and Andrew Thomas
Kearney, both representing the Marshall Field
Company and the Merchandise Mart. The
Achini’s, along with the Merchandise Mart
representatives are working hard to make sure
the event goes off without a hitch and the
Marshall Field Company ends up with the
best designer for their clothing lines for the
next two years.

AT THE MOVIES
CEILING ZERO—Starring James Cagney and Pat O’Brien,
Ceiling Zero sees Cagney as a daredevil womanizing pilot “Dizzy”
Davis and O’Brien as Jake Lee, his old war buddy and the operations
manager of a New York based airline company.

ANYTHING GOES—With Bing Crosby and Ethel Merman in
lead roles, a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman
whom he follows onto a luxury liner, only to discovers she is an
English heiress who ran away from home

HOTTEST
TICKET
Club Cougar Dancers
Are Fan Favorite Over
Rockettes
C H I C AG O —America’s sweethearts, the
Club Cougar Dancers, have signed on for the
Mart Fashion Event. Described as “the NEW
hottest ticket in town,” a name formerly
reserved for the Rockettes, the Club Cougar
Dancers will perform their latest numbers
during the competition. With news of their
scheduled appearance, tickets are going fast.

SAFE SQUAD

Security Enhanced at Club Cougar
for The Mart Event

Car Owners
Now is the time to have your car
looked over. Need a new paint job?
Or just a clean up? Duco, enameling,
polishing. Call and let us give you an
estimate. Our prices are right. We also
do body and fender work. We retop
sedans. Chicago’s number one body
and repair shop. Phone 1450.

SPR IN G FIELD —With so much on the line for the upcoming Club Cougar
event, The Mart Designer Competition, the Achini’s have made sure their staff is up
for any potential challenges, or unsavory characters, that come their way. Bouncers
Ralph Minnitte, Joey Titoni, and Tank Ross have all gone through extra training
this month to make sure they are ready for any issues that come their way during the
competition. “We want guests to feel safe and really be able to enjoy themselves,”
says head bouncer, Minnitte. Fred Achini agrees. “Club Cougar should be a place
for folks to come and experience a great show, especially an event like the Mart
Competition, and we want to make sure that happens.”

Girl Friday
Typing, filing, steno duties required
by small private company. Must be
discreet and resourceful. Call to
arrange an appointment. Phone 4582

PUTTIN’ ON
THE RITZ

The Club Cougar Orchestra
Pushes New Limits at Mart
Event

CHICAGO—Giving Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman,
Artie Shaw, and Chick Webb a run for their money, the Club
Cougar Orchestra is all jazzed up to perform at the Mart Event.
Says one band member, “Being able to increase the public’s
exposure to this kind of music is inspiring.” She also noted that
being able to rub elbows with fashion’s elite was an added bonus.

CLUB
BY DAVID MARR

TOP NOTES

Taking the stage with Club
Cougar Vocalists

SPRINGFIELD—You’ve heard of Duke Ellington, Glenn
Miller and Judy Garland. Giving them a run for their money
are the new singers in town, the Club Cougar Vocalists. These
dazzling artists are joining the Club Cougar Orchestra to bring
you the latest songs as they take the stage for the event of the
year, the Merchandise Mart Fashion Show and Competition.
Never before have so many fantastic song birds gathered in one
club to perform such an assortment of great numbers.
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